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100s of discussion questions, activities and quiz questions make up this massive book. This
book is a collection of all of Home School Brew’s books. It covers science, social science and
math for grades 1 to 6.Please note, this book is over 2000 pages and will take longer to
download than most books.

2005 Winner in the Juvenile Non-fiction Category from the Council for Wisconsin Writers2005
First in the Children's/Juvenile Non-fiction Category from Midwest Independent Publishers
Association Book Awards2005 Honorable Mention in the Multicultural Books Category from
Midwest Independent Publishers Association Book Awards2006 Cooperative Children's Book
Center Choice "As an ESL teacher, I find Mai Ya's Long Journey to be fascinating reading. From
her birth in a refugee camp in Thailand to her graduation from UW-Milwaukee, Mai Ya's life is
reminiscent of so many Hmong students I've known. Ms. Cohen's book would be great for
teachers who want to lead a study of life in America from an immigrant's perspective. The
glossary, discussion questions, and activities and projects provided make Mai Ya's Long
Journey an excellent addition to any ESL or mainstream teacher's collection." (Ruthann Lewis,
Program Support Teacher, ESL and Bilingual Education Division, Madison Metropolitan School
District)"Mai Ya's story and the convergence of Hmong and U.S. interests during the Vietnam era
is relevant to every American and Sheila Cohen deserves praise for bringing it to light in such a
detailed and culturally sensitive manner. Touching on everything from traditional Hmong cultural
practices to the challenges of growing up in 'two worlds,' Mai Ya's Long Journey is accessible,
informative and moving." (John Robinson, Manager of Exhibits and Community
RelationsMadison Children's Museum)"Mai Ya's Long Journey is an inspirational and compelling
read, in the finest Hmong traditions of story telling. Mai Ya's experiences as a young girl in a
Hmong refugee camp in Thailand who suddenly is transplanted half a world away are
interwoven with recollections of her family about their life before and after war forced them to
leave their home in Laos and Mai Ya's struggles to grow up American while staying true to her
Hmong culture. Mai Ya's Long Journey is the story of her life and, at the same time, the story of
the incredible challenges that the new Hmong immigrants are facing today as they come to the
United States and Wisconsin. Mai Ya's Long Journey guarantees that her experiences and the
contributions of the Hmong people to our county and our community will not be forgotten or
taken for granted." (Kathleen M. Falk, Dane County Executive)--This text refers to the paperback
edition.From the PublisherSeries: Badger Biography SeriesDistributed for the Wisconsin
Historical Society Press--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorSheila Cohen
has taught English as a Second Language in the Madison Metropolitan School District for
twenty years. She is a freelance writer and has served on the Board of Directors of United



Refugee Services. She lives in Madison, Wisconsin.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.Read more
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was easy, but we didn't know that the cost to get materials would leave us broke.We began
partnering with educators and parents to start producing the same kind of quality content that
you expect in expensive books...but at a price anyone can afford. We are still in our infancy
stages, but we will be adding more books every month. We value your feedback, so if you have
any comments about what you like or how we can do better, then please let us know!To add your
name to our mailing list, go here: First Grade First Grade ScienceChapter 1: Physical
Science(Covers solids, liquids and gases and the properties of each) In this lesson we will learn
about the different states of matter and the properties each one represents. We will explore the
changes that matter undergoes, and do some experiments that will help us understand the
concepts of matter being found in its solid, liquid and gas forms. MatterWhat is matter?
Everything is made out of matter. This is a difficult concept to think about. Each item that can be
found around us is made from different things. You know that your book is made out of paper.
You know your pencil is made of wood. This is true, but we need to look further.The wood and
paper come from where? Trees, right. Well, what are the trees made out of? They are
comprised of lots of cells. Cells are small, and hard to see. If we use a microscope we could
see that trees are made out of lots of cells. If you look at some plant products, you might be able
to see these cells. Look closely at an onion skin and see if you can find the cells. They will look
like building blocks that make up a very strong tree.If trees are made out of cells, that are hard to
see, can there be smaller elements to look for? Yes. Tree cells are made out of smaller parts
called molecules. Molecules are put together from even smaller parts that are very hard for us to
see unless we can use a microscope. These are the smallest things we will explore today.
These are called ATOMS. The structure of these smallest components are moving pieces called
protons, electrons, and neutrons. The smallest objects called atoms are very mobile. They are
electrically charged and will move around a lot based on their environment. When it is cold out,
we do not move too much, the same it true for the atoms. If they are cold, they stay relatively
still. What do you think happens when they get warmer? That right, they tend to move around
more when they are warmer. This is true for most people. Most people like to move around more
when they are warm.In review: If we looked further, we would see that all matter is composed of
these small units called molecules and atoms. Of course it is difficult to see these small
components. Only if we use a very strong microscope could we see them. Name three objects
on your desk that are composed of matter.______________, _____________,
_______________.Name three objects at your house that are made of matter _____________,
________________, and ___________________. Matter takes up spaceMatter takes up
space. Matter may take on any forms, but it always takes up space. If you put your book on the
table, it should take up some space on the surface of the table. This is one of the key important
ideas about matter.If juice is made up of matter, then think about what happens when you pour
the juice into a glass. It takes up the space of the glass. What if you moved your toys into the
living room? If they are made of matter, they will take up space. What about your backpack in in
the classroom closet. If it is made of matter, it will take up space.Name five objects that take up



space? _________________, ____________________, ____________________,
___________________, ________________.What do you think they are made of?
_________________ Matter Has MassMatter has mass. Matter may look like many different
things, and they all have mass. They are dense objects that have weight. Objects with mass
resemble may look like the book on your table. Objects with mass may look like the orange juice
you had for breakfast. Both of these examples contain materials that have weight. They have
mass. Again, we experience matter in its many forms, and we learn another key important idea
about matter. Matter has mass.Name five objects that have mass, and that feel heavy.
__________________. ________________, ________________, ___________________,
_______________.Name five objects that have mass, and feel light. ____________________,
_____________________, _________________, _____________________,
_______________.How do we see matter?So, Matter takes up space and has mass. Let’s look
at the different ways we see matter in our everyday life. What are the properties of matter? Does
matter have mass? Does matter take up space?We learned that matter is made up of the
smallest things called atoms. The atoms of that object are always moving, even if we cannot see
them. They are electrically charged and moving. When the movement of the atoms is very slow,
the objects appear to be solid. When the atoms of that object are moving more rapidly, they
appear as a liquid. When the atoms of that object are moving very quickly, they look like a gas.
We will look for objects that show all of these properties as we work through this section and
onto the experiments. SolidsWhat is a SOLID? When the atoms of the matter are moving very
slowly, the matter is in the solid form Take a look at that book again. Is it a solid?______ Hold
your lunch box. Is it a solid?_______. Look around the room and identify three more solid
objects ____________, ____________________, _________________.If the object is a solid,
that means that atoms of the object are moving very slowly. It appears to us as a solid.Put a
check mark next to all of the objects below that are solidsClock
paper oxygenWater box
milkIce juice air LiquidsWhat is a LIQUID? When
the atoms of the matter are moving more quickly, the matter is in the liquid form. Take a look at
that book again. Is it a liquid? ______ Hold your lunch box. Is it a liquid? _______. These
objects are in their solid form. To be a liquid, you need to flow. Liquids take up the same shape
as whatever container you put them in. They have mass, but they do not have to stay in a
constant shape. That must be fun!If you were to pour yourself a glass of water, would that be a
liquid? YES, it would. The water takes up the shape of the glass. If you spilled it on the ground,
it would form a shape of a puddle. If you could put it back in the glass again it would change
shape again. Liquids are fun. Can you name three liquids you have at home?
__________________, ___________________, __________________.If the object is a solid,
that means that atoms of the object are moving very slowly. It appears to us as a solid. If the
object is a liquid, that means that the atoms of the object are moving a little faster. It appears to
us as a liquid.Put a check mark next to all of the objects below that are liquidsClock



paper oxygenWater box
milkIce juice air GasWhat is a
GAS? When the atoms of the matter are moving very slowly, the matter is in the solid form
When the atoms begin to move more quickly, the matter is in liquid form,. When the atoms of the
matter are moving very quickly, the matter is in gas form. This is most difficult form for us to see.
The air is made up of gases, but they are difficult to see. We breathe in gases such as Oxygen
and we exhale carbon Dioxide, but they are hard to see. Can you think of a time when it is easy
to see gases? Perhaps you were thinking about the wintertime, when the temperatures are very
cold, and we can see our breath. We are still breathing gases, but they are easier to see in the
cold weather. Is there another time when you can see gases? Think about when you are boiling
water for tea. The steam that rises form the top of the pot is a gas. This is another time when
you can see gases. Can you think of two more times when you have seen a gas?
_________________, _________________. (This is a tough question, perhaps you will say that
you see gases when you blow out a candle, or when you see the leaves moving in the
wind).Take a look at that book again. Is it a solid?______ Hold your water bottle. Does it contain
a liquid?_______. Look around the room and identify three objects made of, or containing
gases ____________, ____________________, _________________.If the object is a solid,
that means that atoms of the object are moving very slowly. It appears to us as a solid. If the
object is a liquid, that means that the atoms of the object are moving a little faster. It appears to
us as a liquid. If the object is a gas, that means that the atoms of the object re moving very fast.
It appears to us as a gas.Put a check mark next to all of the objects below that are
gasses.Clock paper oxygenWater
box milkIce juice
air Changing MatterCan matter change from one form to another? How? Let’s find out.When we
said that matter is made up of atoms, we talked about the fact that atoms move quickly in a liquid
than in a solid. If we use water as an example of a liquid, what does water look like when it is
solid? Ice. What is one way to change the form of water from a liquid to a solid? We need to
slow down the movement of the atoms, we will need to cool it off. In the colder temperatures,
water will freeze into a solid know as ice. If cooling the water could change it into a solid, how
might we change it into a gas? Perhaps raising the temperature can change the object from a
liquid to a gas. If this is true, how would we change liquid water into a gas? Add heat. The pot
boiling on the stove is heating up and the water is moving out of the pot as steam. Steam is a
gas. (FOR YOUR SAFETY: only adults should use the stove to boil water.)WATER: The changes
could be seen in this way:Liquid Water---------( take away heat)------> IceLiquid Water---------
( add heat)------------- gas.Could we change it back? If we added heat to the ice cube by putting
it into a glass of warm water, could we change the physical condition of the matter back into a
liquid? The answer is YES. If we took away heat, could we cool a gas into a liquid? The answer
is also YES. The changes for water could be seen this wayICE ------------------ Liquid
Water ------------------- gasOr .Solid --------------------- Liquid -------------------------- gasOTHER



OBJECTS: Not all objects will change readily from solid to liquid to gas. Think about your toys.
They are solid, but warming them up will not make them liquid. If this topic interests you, ask an
adult to help you as you try to discover which objects can easily change their physical form. Put
It All TogetherMatter takes up space and has massAll objects are made out of smaller
components called atomsAtoms are always movingIf atoms move very slow, the object appears
as a solidIf atoms move a little faster, the object appears as a liquidIf atoms move very fast, the
object appears as a gasMatter can change from solid to liquid to gas and back
again Experiments in Physical Science Now is the time to experiment with the states of matter.
Be sure to record your observations in your journal.Freeze water: finding out how to change the
form of matter from a liquid to a solid.What you need- plastic cups, toothpicks, water, freezer,
sharpie markerWhat you do-Each student will write their name on the cupHave the student fill
their plastic cup halfway with waterEach student will place their toothpick in the water. Be sure
to identify that the water is in liquid formPut the cups in the freezer at school overnight. Take the
cups to the class and have the students remove the solid water by pulling up on the toothpick.
Be sure to identify if the water is in solid formWhat you learned- water looks different when it is a
liquid and when it is a solid.Will the water ever be a liquid again?Can all matter change from
solid to liquid form? Experience gases outside-there are gasses everywhere. We will explore
gasses that make up the air and wind.What you need-a safe space outside for students to run,
enough cones to set up a relay race (at least four).What you doIn the classroom: Ask the
students to name the gasses that make up the air such as: Oxygen, Nitrogen, and Carbon
Dioxide. Have a discussion about the gasses we breathe in and out.Take the students outside
for the next activity. Have them take a few deep breathes. Have them blow air on their hands.
Have them ‘flap their wings’. After each exercise, ask them if they can feel the air?Set up a few
cones and organize a relay race. Do the race, now ask the students if they can feel the air.Play a
game of tag. Now ask the student if they can feel the air passing by their bodies as they run? In
the form of wind.If it is a windy day, include the wind in the discussion about air and
gasses.What you learned-air takes up space and we need it to breathe. Our skin is very
sensitive. Can we feel gasses/air? Our skin is very sensitive, can we feel the gasses as it rushes
past us as a breeze, or if we run in it and feel it brush against our skin? Identify pictures as
solids, liquid, and gas-learn to recognize the forms of matter.What you need- a large piece of
construction paper folded in three columns, a set of pictures for each student, scissors, glue,
glue dishes and applicator brushes, markersWhat you doGive each student a copy of the
pictures. Review the forms of matter with the class. Looking at the pictures, have the student
identify the form of matter that each picture represents. Is it solid, liquid or gas?Give each
student one piece of construction paper and a marker. At the top of each column of the folded
paper, the student will write the words SOLID, LIQUID, and GAS.Each student receives a pair of
scissors and a dish of glue with an applicator brush. They will cut out the pictures, figure out
which column they belong to and then glue the picture in place.Wander through the class to offer
assistance during the project.Once the pictures have been put in place, the class can add to the



project by using any of the following add-ons-*count the number of objects in each column.
Make a graph on the board that represents the number of each form of matter, -* ask the
students to name more objects that could be located in each column, -*ask the students to
describe the characteristics of reach column, for instance liquids take the shape of their
container, solids are heavy.What you learned – you have learned how to organize and categorize
objects based on their characteristics. This is a central theme throughout science as we try to
understand the relationships between organisms.Can you use gas to do work?-Using our
breath, we can make the gasses we breathe do work, or we can enclose those gasses in a
container and see that it takes up space, and has mass.What you need-small paper squares in
different colors, a small maze printed on paper, skinny balloons, balloon closers from floral shop
(if possible), ribbons to tie the balloons.What you doGive each student 5-10 small colorful
squares.Give each student a printed maze. The student must try to use their air from their mouth
to move the colorful squares through the maze. The teacher may give the students specific
instruction such as: the red square must get through the maze first, then place the blue square at
the start and finally the green square can go through the maze.At the front table, the teacher will
call one student at a time. The student will get a balloon to blow up and the teacher will tie the
ribbon on it and the student can take it back to their seat.What you learned- gasses can be
enclosed in a balloon, or released to do work such as moving paper through a maze.What are
some ways we see gasses being captured? (hint hot air balloons)What are some ways air does
work for us? (hint fans for cooling) Air is a gas, can we measure how much there is? You will
learn how to measure how much gas is in a glass.What you need: clear plastic cup. Clear tub
filled with water.What you doHand out a cup to each studentEach student will come up to the
water bucket and hold the cup upside down.Put the cup in to the water, does it fill with water?
Why or why not.Have each student try the experiment and record their results in a journal.What
you learned- the glass is filled with gasses, and that gasses takes up space.Since matter takes
up space, do you think gasses are a form of matter?Gasses are hard to see. Can you think of
another way to make gasses visible? (hint: perhaps we see it in the when the temperatures are
colder.)Physical Science Unit Quiz True/False: Answer the following questions by writing True or
False after the statement.Water is a liquid.It is easy to see gases like Oxygen.A book is a
liquid.All things are made of matter.We need gases like Oxygen to breathe.Liquids can take the
shape of the glass they are poured in.Orange juice is a liquid.Blocks are solid objects.Water can
change from solid to liquid.Solids can be poured into a glass.Sneakers are a liquid.Match the
words12. Solid water13. Liquid
Oxygen14. Gas book15. Matter
anything with weight and that takes up spaceDefinition16. Matter
__________________________ 17.
Solid____________________________18. Liquid___________________________19.
Gas_____________________________20. Mass ___________________________Chapter 2:
Life Sciences, Part 1(Covers how different plants / animals inhabit different kinds of



environments and what features help them survive)Plants and animals are able to survive in
many different environments. In order to understand these organisms, we will take a look at the
different features and adaptations on their bodies that enable them to find the food, water and
shelter that they need for survival. AdaptationsAn adaptation is a change in an organism that
enhances its ability to survive and find its life needs in its environment.When we are discussing
the needs of plants, you could say that plants need to be able to get water from the ground.
What would be an adaptation for a plant that enables it to get water from the ground?
_________ Perhaps you thought about roots. This is a great adaptation that helps the plants get
water. What about an animal that has to get water from the ground? What would be a great
adaptation that would enable an animal to get water out of the ground? _______ Perhaps a
good answer would be strong digging claws. The adaptations might be different, as long as they
enable the organism to survive.When we are discussing the needs of animals, you could say
that animals need to be able to find shelter to survive changes in temperature and to survive
predators. What would be an adaptation that enables the animal to find a shelter?
____________________. Perhaps you thought about eyes. The ability to see shapes and
detect other organisms enables the animals to find adequate shelter for protection from their
environment. This may also enable animals to live in a variety of different places. Plants are
also protected from their environment with an adaptation. Could you name an adaptation that
would provide protection for plants? _______________. Perhaps you thought about the bark of
the tree. That is a great answer. There are many different adaptations on both plants and
animals.What features are essential to help plants to survive?Plants do not move. All of the
resources they need for survival must come to them. What do you think would be the life needs
of plants? I have already spoken about water as a life need for survival, could you name four
more life needs? _________________, _________________, ___________________,
_________________. ( hint- they need water, air, food, sun, soil, space to grow, warm
temperatures). Now that we have discussed the life needs of plants, let discuss some of the
adaptations that help plants get these life needs. LeavesCactus leaves hold water, deciduous
trees lose leaves, cypress knees, spines, bark (body covering). As the plant grows taller, it will
grow leaves. Leaves are useful in capturing the energy of the sun and transforming it into food
through a chemical reaction called photosynthesis (photo-synth-eh-sis). Leaves are green,
which means they contain chlorophyll, the part of the leaf that can generate sugar and perform
the photosynthesis. Leaves are also important in containing that precious water for the plant. In
order to stay hydrated, the pores on the leaves (called stomata) are held shut during the hot
hours of the day. In more extreme climates, the leaves are also covered on a waxy coating to
help retain moisture. For plants in the desert, the leaves are small. The leaves need to be able
to retain water and most of the water in desert plants is found in the stems. StemsPlants live in
two worlds. The roots are in the ground and the stems are in the air. What do you think the
plants need to get from the air? ___________________If you said sunlight, you are correct.
Another of the life needs is sunlight. In order to capture the most sun, the plant will grow tall.



The growth of the stem enables the leaves to reach the sun. However, there is also a lot of
competition for the sunlight, so some plants will grow taller, sideways, anything they need to do
to capture the sun and be able to get to the sunshine. Another good answer would be that they
need air, and gases such as Carbon Dioxide. Their great reach is also beneficial to them in
finding the resources of carbon dioxide they need to survive.Some stems have other jobs to do.
In the desert, the cactus stems are modified with different adaptations and water holding
structures that enable them to hold onto water for the plant. In the eastern forest, the shoots and
branches that emerge from then reach outwards to open the crown for more sunlight.
Evergreens reach outward, and as the plant grows taller, the branches reach outward for more
resources. RootsPlants have their roots growing deep into the ground. Name two reasons why
plants need a part of their body to be reaching into the ground ____________________,
_____________________.Plants that are adapted to living on land need to get their nutrients
from a variety of sources, and they need to find water. Just as people have done for centuries,
plants can find these essential needs in the soil. In order to get to the water resources under the
ground, plants have roots. There are many different types of roots. There are tap roots which
have a main root that penetrates deep into the soil. They have root hairs, thin small capillary
tubes that reach out from the roots underground to absorb more nutrients and water from the
soil. There are root systems that can spread outward in search of more nutrients. In certain
habitats, the plant roots need to adapt to conditions such as too much water - in swamps and
bogs, or too little water – in deserts and high alpine areas. If there is too much water, some
plants have root systems that reach out from the ground in structures called ‘knees’. With that
name, could you picture what they must look like? Just bend your knee and you will be able to
see the way the roots emerge from the ground. If there is too little water, the roots will grow deep
in the group and also spread wide just below the surface in order to grab as much water as
possible when it falls as rain.Finally roots serve one more purpose, they provide support to the
tree throughout the year. This is a good adaptation for survival. The roots help keep the plants
standing even in strong winds.What features are essential to help animals to survive?Animals do
move. This is one of the basic differences between them and the plants. In order to move,
animals have adaptations for movement. Animals are able to get their food resources by
searching for them and using movement. What do you think would be the life needs of animals?
We know that plants and animals both need water for survival. Could you name four more life
needs? _________________, _________________, ___________________,
_________________. ( hint- they need water, air, food, sun, space to move and live, and
shelter). Now that we have discussed the life needs of animals, let discuss some of the
adaptations that help animals get these life needs. Initially we can say that animals move to get
their life needs. Could you name three different adaptations that could enable animals to move?
_________________, _________________, ________________. (hint: the list could include
adaptations such as fins, legs, wings, tentacles and arms). LimbsAnimal limbs come in many
different forms. In the clams and snails of the world, movement is generated through a modified



foot. In birds, bats, and many insects, movement is generated through flight and these animals
use wings. Finally, aquatic organisms may have adaptive structures such as fins or tentacles to
enable their movement in the search for food. The structure of the limb can take many forms. In
bony animals, the limbs generally have a support system of bones and muscles under the
surface of the body covering. Why do you think it would be beneficial to have muscles and bones
to support the limbs?________________ Perhaps it would be good for support and
strength. Sensory StructuresAnimals have organs and structures that help it to locate food,
water, shelter, and other individuals of their species. These sensory structures also function to
help the animals avoid predators. Could you name five sensory structures that we have on or
bodies? ________________, _______________, __________________,
___________________, __________________.Eyes: First, you may have said eyes. In order to
see the food resources, the predators, and the shelter, most animals have some kind of sensory
eye. On dogs, cats, fish and birds, the eyes are very advanced in order to help the animal locate
its life needs. Other organisms have simpler eye-like structures that enable them to sense where
they are.Mouth: For calling to other organisms, the mouth and mouth structures that enable
sound are a very important adaptations. They are useful in calling the alarm if there are
predators nearby also. In general, most animals have some kind of mouth. Can you think of
another use for a mouth that would be important to survival? ________________ (eating)Nose:
the ability to smell is an important sense when an animal is looking for life needs such as food,
and even potential mates. Some animals leave messages by using smells known as
Pheromones (fer-o-moans). These messages are an important component in animal survival.
They represent interactions between individuals and perhaps even between species.Touch: The
sense of touch is a powerful sense. If you live in an area with little light, touch could become a
very important way for you to survive. Ears: hearing sounds again enables organisms to work
together with other individuals. Hearing helps animals to find food and shelter. It also helps
them to locate the other organisms that share the environment. It is certainly one of the most
important senses in bats, who use echolocation (ekk-o-location) to find food. They emit a small
sound wave and then when that sound bounces back to them off of another object or organism,
they can locate that organism by using the returning echo to find them. Body CoveringIn order to
protect themselves, many animals grow or produce an exterior covering. In some animals this is
their fur and hair. Could you name an animal that grows a fur coat for protection?
______________. Can you match the animal to its body covering?.Bears
                            skinFish                                                                      feathers
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